1. Can you read Jones’ secret message? What does it say?

```
H E 0.
Y A E S
I A O E F Y I G
S Y I A O E
S A H E
H E
```

Likes: flying very high, fruit

Dislikes: swimming in the sea, vegetables

2. Now write the names of these transport words next to each picture.

![A]

19 8 9 15 10 22 9 15 3 11

![B]

4 5 8 9 11 4 14 15 5

![C]

23 8 2 15

![D]

6 15 19 11 11 10 22 15 10 11

![E]

13 15 9 15 9 17 11

![F]

8 24 13 18 17 8 19 9 11

3. Choose the correct words and write them on the lines. Remember to use a or an.

1. People pay the driver money to take them somewhere in the city .......... a taxi
2. This has two wheels but it doesn’t have an engine. ....
3. You have to be an astronaut if you want to ride in this. ....
4. This goes very fast and you might win a competition with it. ....
5. A driver takes people who are very ill to see doctors in hospital in this. ....
HELLO. MY NAME’S JONES AND I LOVE FLYING HIGH IN THE SKY. WHEN I FLY, I FEEL LIKE A HELICOPTER. IT’S AMAZING!

Likes: flying very high, fruit

Dislikes: swimming in the sea, vegetables

1. HELLO. MY NAME’S JONES AND I LOVE FLYING HIGH IN THE SKY. WHEN I FLY, I FEEL LIKE A HELICOPTER. IT’S AMAZING!

2. A racing bike
   B spaceship
   C taxi
   D fire engine
   E bicycle
   F ambulance

3. bicycle, spaceship, racing bike, ambulance